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Constructing the block, cont: 
 

To finish the B/C units, draw a diagonal line across each Blue scrap 3 7/8-inch squares; layer 

on top of the Beige/Beige B units with the drawn line crossing the seam line. Stitch 1/4 inch to 

each side of the drawn line; cut on the drawn line, press. Repeat for the remaining Blue scrap 

and Beige/Beige squares. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

Assemble the block in three rows following the diagram on Page 2 starting with the Center A 

unit. Your block should measure 12 1/2-inches square. 
 

Erik’s tips: 
 

This block draws its strength in its simplicity. Careful measuring and trimming of the A and  

B/C units will ensure this block a snap to make! Press your seams opposite (as in making a nine

-patch block) to get the best results. Remember to sew the Beige an Blue scrap squares (B/C) 

with the seam line opposite the drawn line. We purposely left this block simple, changing only 

the corners of the star points, so it would b quickly spotted, in its patriotic glory,  in our quilt. If 

you need extra help, our on-line tutorial should help.  
 

Your finished block will measure 12 1/2-inches (unfinished). 
 

Notes about our Autograph Star Block: 
 

No one can doubt the importance of Benjamin Franklin’s signature! He signed his name to so 

many letters, documents, notes, and printed material! His autograph is easily recognized wher-

ever it was penned. 
 

Although we have yet to find the date and designer for this actual  block, it is quickly identified 

as a (modified) Sawtooth Star from Farm and Fireside (1884). The center of the block, divided 

in three with the center rectangle being of light color, could accommodate a signature similar to 

the Signature Friendship Quilt block by the Kansas City Star (1953). A long-time favorite, this 

block is simple and striking. It can be used over and over again in any skilled quilter’s work. 

How beautiful an entire quilt of this would be!   
 

We hope this block becomes a favorite part of your block repertoire!  
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Draw diagonal line 

across Blue scrap  

3 7/8-inch squares 

Layer on top of a 

Beige/Beige 3 7/8-

inch square; cut on 

the drawn line, press 

Beige/Beige square 

layered with seam 

crossing drawn line 
Blue 

Beige 

Make 4 Beige/Blue B/C 

units that measure  

3 1/2-inches square 


